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Overview 

This article considers the application of big data and data science to real-time player marketing 

and casino floor management in the casino gaming industry. The article illustrates how using 

real-time analytics to manage each player’s trip can increase estimated casino profitability and 

improve the player relationship; the article highlights how real-time analysis can improve casino 

profitability by delivering player real-time insights to front-line employees and management. 

Other findings indicate that proactively managing player floor navigation could increase player 

gaming rates for prime players and upgrade middle-tier players to higher-volume betting tiers.  

Casino and Resort, a fast-growing industry that combines the gaming and hospitality industries, 

requires customer-centric thinking to drive revenue. Understanding the needs/wants of 

individual players and delivering that knowledge to front-line employees and the marketing/floor 

management groups can provide floor teams (hosts, hostesses. ambassadors, pit bosses, floor 

operations managers) with real-time player-specific insights that can improve the players’ 

gaming experience and drive new monetization opportunities.  

Real-time marketing/sales monetization opportunities make it financially worthwhile for the 

casino to invest in forming deep, personalized relationships with its players. For real-time 

marketing/sales to be profitable the casino must understand all the players’ gaming and 

entertainment behaviors in order to improve player acquisition, activation, cross-sell and 

retention efforts through a better player experience that can drive long-term profits for the 

casino.  

In this paper, we apply Big Data analytics to improve the calculation of the players’ Lifetime 

Value (LTV) [1]. The resulting ‘loyalty effect’ can reduce the costs of servicing established 

players and increase long-term player revenues. The underlying premise is that player LTV is 

built from each customer trip to Casino and Resort. Player LTV is the estimated profitability 

(CasinoWin as the casino’s dollar amount win over player, Timeplay as player’s minutes played) 

of a player over the course of his or her entire tiered (tier rank) relationships with a casino. 
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This article explores the challenges faced by key casino decision makers and front-line 

employees to understand and act upon all aspects of player and game playing information 

including: 

1. Tier longevity analysis showing opportunities to encourage play and tier escalation. 

2. Statistical analysis indicating when a player’s odds of winning shift and when the casino 

can potentially encourage alternate behavior. 

3. Analyzing individual player data to predict which games will be played, and when, as 

well as predicting casino winnings from that play in order to optimize game inventory and 

floor layout. 

All data in this analysis has been synthesized from real data and altered to prevent privacy 

conflicts.  
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Introduction 

A Casino and Resort entity comprises departments or lines of business that provide short-term 

lodging in hotel facilities to support an on-premise casino. The on-premise casino includes table 

games, slot machines and may include other gambling activities such as Bingo and sports 

betting. The gaming machines category further includes products from companies that 

specialize in the design, manufacture, and marketing of electronic entertainment equipment and 

sophisticated network systems. There are a range of services and amenities, such as food and 

beverage services, entertainment, valet parking, golf courses, swimming pools and conference 

and convention facilities provided in the establishments. The industry has growing emphasis on 

a wide range of entertainment and recreational packages that enrich the casino experience.  

As a result, the Casino and Resort industry can offer diversified gaming and entertaining options 

to maintain profitable hotel occupancy rates regardless of seasonally slow leisure travel periods 

[5].  

Conventionally, for the resort side, there are volume measures for the strength of the business. 

There are occupancy percentages, average daily rates, and revenue per available room to 

monitor operating performance. Management needs to optimize room rates and charges for 

amenities according to booking levels. For the gaming side, relevant gaming indicators include 

table "win", "drop", and "slot handle": 

1. Win, also known as "hold percentage", represents the amount of money wagered that is 

recorded as casino revenue.  

2. Drop is the cash and net markers issued that are deposited into a gaming table's security 

box.  

3. Lastly, slot handle is the coinage placed into machines. Efforts to boost volume and careful 

review of these measures are crucial to a hotel or gaming company's success. 

In this study, we focused the analysis on understanding and monetizing the players’ behaviors. 

The data we used is synthesized from real Casino and Resort data. All personal data has been 

purged and cleansed. The data population distributions and correlations, however, are 

maintained to reflect actual players’ gaming behaviors. 
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This paper is organized into the following sections: Casino Data Profiling, Player Tier Duration 

Analysis, Tier 4 Clustering, Tier 4 Sample Player Analysis and Simulation, Player K 

Concentration Game Play Analysis, Player K Exploration Game Play Simulation, Casino Front 

line Floor Management approach for Player K and Conclusion.  

Casino Data Profiling 

Casino Data contains 88,483 players in the Guest Master file with detailed players’ dimension 

and 1 month of players’ gaming transactions from July-August 2014. There are 4 tiered player 

ranks (Tiers 1-4 with Tier 4 as the highest tier and Tier 1 as the lowest tier) in the data set to 

indicate the value of the players to the casino. The slot and table games identification data are 

included in the transactions and are detailed in the appropriate dimensions. 

Players’ enrollment year tends to concentrate toward 2014 and the 2014 enrollment data is 

approximately 200% more than the average of prior years as shown in Figure 1. This is 

reflecting the casino’s business focus to drive “my player” acquisition, loyalty enrollment and 

corresponding casino expansion completeness. The player management becomes more 

important than prior years. 

Overall in this sample, 20% are newly enrolled members in 2014 and 14% are newly enrolled as 

of July 1, 2014 or later. Guest enrollment day tends to concentrate toward weekends with 

Saturday (25%) and Sunday (20%) contributing the highest number of enrollments to the loyalty 

program 

The lowest weekday is Tuesday (9%). Monday, Wednesday and Thursday ranges from 10% - 

11% as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             
Figure 2. Players’ enrollment year distribution 

(2001 – 2014). 

Figure 1. Players’ enrollment weekday distribution 
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Player Tiers (Tiers 1-4 with Tier 4 as the highest tier and Tier 1 as the lowest tier) are broken 

out as Tier 4 (3.1%), Tier 3 (6.2%), Tier 2 (29.4%), and Tier 1 (61.2%) as shown in Figure 3.  

The players’ gaming activity peaks on weekends and holidays including July 4-5, July 12-13, 

July 20, and July 26 as shown in Figure 4. 

      

Figure 3. Casino Tier player counter Figure 4. CasinoWin distribution over 1 month 

 

Tier 2 players contribute the highest total CasinoWin every day of the week (Figure 5, Tier 2) 

except Monday (Tier 4). Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays are the most popular days for 

Tier 4 players. Cumulatively, Wednesday is the second highest grossing day of the week. 

Tuesdays and Thursdays net the lowest CasinoWin as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Weekday 4 Tier player CasinoWin ($) distribution Figure 6. Combined 
Tiered CasinoWin Per 
weekday 

 

The casino hourly activities magnitude is dependent on guest volume. However, all tiers’ 

activities counts exhibit Off-peak hours pattern from 4 am to 9 am and with Peak hours pattern 

from 3 pm to 7 pm within the July 1 –August 1 summer transactions data sample. Timeplay and 

CasinoWin magnitude is dependent on the casino activities magnitude. All tiers exhibit similar 

Off-peak hours pattern from 4 am to 9 am and Peak hours pattern from 3 pm to 7 pm within the 

July 1 –August 1 summer transactions data sample with variability. The variability of Tier 4 

hourly CasinoWin is greatest due to large bets/payouts at the end of the casino day (i.e. 4 am 

jackpot resulted in net negative CasinoWin for that aggregated hour). Tier 3 had steep decline 

at 7pm. Tier 2 and Tier 1 have very similar temporal distributions. Figure 7a, 7b and 7c 

demonstrate the patterns. 
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Figure 7a. Four Tiers of the casino players’ hourly activities counts. 

 

 

 

Figure 7c. Four Tiers of casino players’ hourly Timeplay. 
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Figure 7c. Four Tiers of casino players’ hourly CasinoWin. 

 

For slot and table game categories, the peak-hour CasinoWin pattern is biased toward slot 

games where the table games are less pronounced as shown in Figure 8. The table games are 

significantly limited by the number of tables and floor capacity for the tables. The slot games 

peak hours are from 3 pm to 7 pm and the table games peak from 9 pm to 11 pm. 

 

Figure 8. Hourly CasinoWin per Rating type (Slot and Table). 

 

For top 12 ethnicities in the data (shown in Figure 9 and 10), Caucasian players represent the 

largest CasinoWin of $10,182,818 with average $17 which ranks 8th of 12 ethnicities.  Hispanic 
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players contribute second CasinoWin $7,967,473 with average $13 ranking 10th of 12. The least 

average CasinoWin is Japanese with average of $11. The midrange ethnicities are Korean, 

Vietnamese, and Middle Eastern. 

          
Figure 9. Ethnicity player counts, CasinoWin and 
average CasinoWin. Korean and Middle Eastern 

ethnicities have higher average CasinoWin among 
top 5 total CasinoWin ethnicities. 

Figure 10. Details of Ethnicity player counts,  
CasinoWin and average CasinoWin. Top 5 CasinoWin 

ethnicities are Caucasian, Hispanic, Korean, 
Vietnamese and Middle Eastern. 

 

The distribution of players’ ages appears to be centralized with a mean of 56.0 and median of 

55.5.  The curve between ages32-80 presents strongly normalized distribution. 58 is the most 

common age (aka “mode” age). Figure 11 and 12 show the distributions. 

      
Figure 11. The core player age is centralized at baby 

boomer. The mode age is 58 years old. 
Figure 12. Female player population is 11% more 

than the male player population. 
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Domestic players’ geographical distributions are concentrated mainly in (southern) California 

where the casino is located. The next highest geographical distributions are Arizona, and 

Washington and Nevada. Figure 13 and 14 display the density of geo distributions. 

          
Figure 13. Casino player Geo distribution across 

domestic US is concentrated at west coast, in 
particular, southern California. 

Figure 14. Across southern California, zip code of 
92529 has highest concentration of +3K players 

resided. 

 

Based on current players’ zip codes, the distance between players and the casino peaks at 50-

100 miles of radius. 86% of players in sample live within a 100 mile radius of the casino (Los 

Angeles and San Diego represent the vast majority of the core players). Figure 15 and 16 show 

the behaviors. 

 

      
Figure 15. For each Tier, the player counts of 50-100 
miles residential radious are 6 times higher than the 

other distance range. 

Figure 16. There are two major matropoltains within 
the 50-100 miles. One is Los Angeles and the other is 

San Diego. 
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There are limited transportation options to reach the casino. The only transportation options are 

bus and car. Using Google API, expected drive duration/travel time between each zip code and 

the casino address can be computed. 50% of customers drive time to the casino is 67 minutes 

or less.  

The morning and evening bus schedules be taking consideration round trip time (67 x2 minutes) 

spend to maxmize the player experience in the casino instead of in transportation when players 

departing from Los Angles or San Diego. Figure 17 shows the mean travel time and customer 

counts.  

 

 
Figure 17. From Google API, the mean travel time for player to the casino is 61 minutes. 50% of customers 

driving time to the casino are 67 minutes or less. The highest count occurs at 20 minutes driving. 

 

Player Tier Duration Analysis  

Players’ tier patterns are shaped by the players’ transaction interactions with the casino gaming. 

A tiered players club helps the casino to separate the more valuable players from the average 

players while at the same time offering incentives for players to move up to the higher tiers. The 

casino's tier system starts with an entry-level tier for all players, interim levels for those who play 

above the norm, and finally a top tier that gets the attention and the rewards deserving of the 

casino’s most valuable players. While the criteria for each level may vary from casino to casino, 

the strategy remains similar. It is to understand player “tier longevity” pattern and incent players 

across tiers. To measure the tier longevity, survival analysis is adapted for this analysis.  

Survival analysis is a statistical analysis technique that analyzes time duration until one or more 

events happen. This topic is also called duration analysis or duration modeling in event history 

analysis in sociology. Survival analysis attempts to answer questions such as: what is the 

proportion of a population that will survive past a certain time? Of those that survive, at what 
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rate will they die or fail? How do particular circumstances or characteristics increase or 

decrease the probability of survival? 

The sample data is souring from a data warehouse modeling with star schema. It consists of 

dimensions (type II slowly change dimensions – tracking the changes, including tier, of each 

player’s attributes) and fact tables. The data process approach is to unfold type II slowly 

changing guest dimension table in the data store and merge with guest dimension to identify the 

entry and exit of Tiers status historically. The guest dimension contains full history of all the 

players.  

The steps are; 

1. Identify the duration (start and ending time IDs).  

2. Identify the model time step.  

3. Identify the unique ID for the guest and add demographic data, and player gaming 

patterns.  

4. Process the Survival Model and identify the life span of each tier. 

 

To study the tier behavior, the simplified stochastic model is shown in Figure 18. Xi represents 

tier advancing, Yi represents tier downgrading, and Zi represents tier player move to “Not 

Playing”. To explain X, Y, and Z behaviors, the following analyses, player survival analysis, 

game effectiveness, and linear trending are used to emulate the behaviors. 

 

Figure 18: The simplified tier stochastic model.  
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The analysis is representing the full history guest dimension samples data we received. For 

each tier, the approach is using survival analysis. The first sets of survival analysis yield the 

following preliminary observations. 

 Tier 1 players have high turnover rate (2%) at the beginning period of enrollments. When 

a player is in Tier 1 state, he/she is relatively stable. Only 5% will move up to the next 

stage (Tier 2) within the period of 16 years as shown in Figure 19. 

 Tier 2 players have the most stable state. The projected change will only occur after 15 

years within 5% range as shown in Figure 20. 

 Tier 3 players have highest change rate. The projected change rate will be 25% within 

15 years as shown in Figure 21. 

 Tier 4 players are very stable for the period of 15 years and a steep drop 5% at the end 

of 15 years as shown in Figure 22. 

The casino has relatively stable low-end customers (Tier 1 and 2), very fluid midrange players 

(Tier 3), and relatively stable high-end players (Tier 4). 

 
Figure 19: Player staying Tier 1 duration after entering Tier 1 

 

 
Figure 20: Player staying Tier 2 duration after entering Tier 2 

 

Tier 1 

Tier 2 
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Figure 21: Player staying Tier 3 duration after entering Tier 3 

 

 
Figure 22: Player staying Tier 4 duration after entering Tier 4 

 

Figure 23 is an example. With the trained model, the casino could score each customer’s tenure 

duration. In the following example, the trained model results could be leveraged for individual 

customer’s scoring within the Tier. The sets of scores related to current survival rate, future 

survival rate (with event occurrence probability) could provide the risk and lead-time to actions. 

In the example below, Player 2558681 has 96% probability of staying with the casino and 92% 3 

month outlooks. The event of downgrading or leaving the casino is 3.8%. 

 
 

Tier 3 

Tier 4 
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Figure 23: Steps to score player using survival analysis results. 

 

Slot and Table Game Profit Effectiveness and Duration for Ranking could be evaluated using 

CasinoWin as a criterion. Figure 24 and 25 show the survival curves of slot and table games. 

 The Players expected to win is rapidly decreased for both Slot and Table games.  

 For slot machines games, the casino expects to win over player at average 30 minutes 

duration of continual betting. Player survival rate is at 2% after 30 minutes of playing. 

 The hazard value increase from 20% to 50% after 30 minutes of betting (with 2 gaps 

occurred as shown in Figure 24). 

 For table games, the risk is decreased at the same level of a player playing life span.  

 Post-15 minutes play, the average table game player risk increase doubles and moves 

into risk increasing damping area. 

 The lows of hazard functions are introduced by the events of jackpots (Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 24: Analyze Slot machine player wining distribution vs. time play in using survival analysis. 

 

Slot Games 
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Figure 25: Analyze Table Game player wining distribution vs. time play in using survival analysis. 

To utilize the study above, the following is an example (Table 1). In this example, the projected 

Survival rate for a player playing a Table Game is rapidly decreased at 40 minutes of 

continuous play. This knowledge could be leveraged to evaluate the casino income vs. comps 

rationalization. 

 

Table MasterKey 

Time Interval  Table  

(to Stop Play) Survival Probability at Future time 

87 3 minutes 81% 

87 10 minutes 28% 

87 20 minutes 14.50% 

87 40 minutes 3.40% 
Table 1: Example of using particular Table Game to study the effectiveness of the casino winning. 

 

Leveraging the approach above, gaming effectiveness could be calculated for each slot and 

table games across all casino floors.  

 

      
Table 2: Top 14 slot machine installations’ probability of the 

casino to Win over Player by play time. 
Table 3: Top 11 table game installations’ probability of the 

casino to Win over Player by play time. 

Table Games 
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With the projected Survival rate for each player, it is feasible to calculate the casino win ratio per 

types of games with the time duration that is rapidly increased at 15 minutes continuing play. 

Note: the gaming type entertainment characteristics (e.g. game theme, game age, game size, 

and other game physical characteristics) have not been evaluated. 

To study dynamic within the tier, the linear trend analysis is used. CasinoWin and TimePlay 

linear trend rate (Eq. 14) could be calculated to evaluate the flows within the tiers.   

 

Eq. 14 

The Coefficients are  

 
 

 

The coefficient (α) represents the acceleration rate in terms of CasinoWin (cw) and TimePlay 

(tp) calculated for each player. Four types of conditions with combinations of cw(+/-) and tp(+/-) 

with 0 is inactive. Each individual has a different acceleration rate to be treated (examples 

shown in Table 4). The Positive Coefficients represent the tendency to move to a higher tier and 

Negative Coefficients represent the tendency to move to a lower tier. Coefficient = 0 represents 

inactive or no playing. 

 

 

Table 4: Linear coefficients of CasinoWin and TimePlay for Tiers 
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Each tier has unique aggregative behavior as shown in Table 5.  

 Tier 1: Tier 1 contains the most inactive (0 – or indecision) and has smallest positive and 

negative values. All indicate under-stimulated population. 

 Tier 2: Tier 2 has inactive dropping from 60%+ to 30%. Negative coefficient percentage 

and positive coefficient percentage each increase ~15%. 

 Tier 3: Most inactive percentage in Tier 3 reduces ~12% from Tier 2 to Tier 3. Negative 

coefficient percentage increases 12%. 

 Tier 4: the positive coefficient for CasinoWin is leveled off with Tier 3. 

 

Tiers Total_CNT 

MinutesPlayed PCT % CasinoWin PCT % 

Positive 
Coefficient 

Negative  
Coefficient 

Zero 
(Inactive)  

Positive 
Coefficient 

Negative  
Coefficient 

Zero 
(Inactive)  

Tier 1 70472 25.11 11.63 63.26 22.47 13.63 63.91 

Tier 2 25414 42.78 26.65 30.57 39.64 30.07 30.29 

Tier 3 4455 48.53 34.25 17.22 46.33 36.50 17.17 

Tier 4 1934 53.10 35.78 11.12 46.90 41.99 11.12 
Table 5: In-Tier activities measured by (+/-) coefficients 

Information from this analysis could be used to identify and action taken to activate inactive 

players. 
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Tier 4 Clustering Analysis for Players and Players’ Gaming Selection  

Tier 4 is the high roller group most requires casino attention. For the average CasinoWin per 

player visit, it ranges Tier 1 with $7.91, Tier 2 with $12.95, Tier 3 with $24.15, and Tier 4 with 

$38.84.  From the clustering analysis of Tier 4, the most important clustering factors are slot_cnt  

(number of slot machines played), table_cnt (number of table game played), Wday (Day of 

week), Hotel_nights (number of nights in hotel), Hotel_rooms (number of rooms), and Diff_day  

(day differences between purchase ticket and perform of the events) as shown in Table 6. 

Among 24,315 qualified samples, the clustering analytics created 5 distinct groups as shown in 

Figure 26. 

 
Table 6: Cluster details of mean and variance for each variable. 

   
Figure 26: Tier 4 players 

segmentations. Five segmentations 
are established by the variables in the 

Table 6. 

 Group 1: contains 1763 samples. Players focus on the very select slot (mean = 2.4) and 

tables games (mean = 8.25) 

 Group 2: contains 254 samples. Players focus primarily on table games (mean = 24.4) 

with wider choices. This is different from Group 1 with table game focused. 

 Group 3: contains 514 samples. Players primarily focus on the slot machine games with 

large variety (mean =51.47) 

 Group 4: contains 3257 samples. Players solely focus on slot machine games (mean = 

18.63) 

 Group 5: contains the largest group 18637 samples. Players tend to solely focus on 

specific slot machines (mean = 2.35) with higher hotel stays. It is very different from 

Group 3 that also focuses on the slot machine) 
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Players have different behaviors within the same Tier (4). Three distinct types of players 

emerged from the clusters of sample data: The mentalist – Core Table players, The Spin 

Master – Core Slot players, and The DJ – Mix Slot/Table players. 

Samples are shown below.  

 

        
 

Table 7: Players exclusively play Table Games. Table 8: Players exclusively play Slot Machines. 

 

 

 

Table 9: Players play both Slot Machines and Tables. 
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Tier 4 Sample Player Analysis and Simulation 

For extreme personalized marketing, the following is an example of the potential business 

benefits from profiling an individual player [6].  

Player K’s profile (data has been masked to protect the identity of the player) attributes include 

the following (but not limited to): 

 

Name: ------------------------------- Enrollment Date: ------------------ 
DOB: --------------------------------- Last Activity Date: 08/01/2014 
Ethnicity: --------------------------- Tier: 4 
Age: 63 Social Media: ----------------------- 
Gender: Male Email: -------------------------------- 
Address: ----------------------------- Member ID: ------------------------- 
Cell Phone: -------------------------- Host ID: ------------------------------ 
Phone: ------------------------------- Account ID: -------------------------- 
 

The transaction samples are shown in the Table 10. 

 

 
Table 10: Player K detailed gaming transactions. 
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In summary: 

• Player K’s transactions behavior is classified as Spin Master due to his engagements in 

Slot Machines. 

• Player K is a member of Tier 4 with the casino for 6 years. 

• In the one month sample data set, Player K played in the casino 29 out of 32 days from 

July 1 to August 1. During this period, Player K was exclusively engaged in the Slot 

Machines. 

• A Time Series analysis of Player K was performed which separated the longer term 

trends from the daily and weekly patterns.   

• In this period, the casino won $2629.36. The highest amount the casino won is $994 via 

slot machine A111:BLACKGOLD with 39 minutes play. The highest amount the casino 

lost is $650 via slot machine XS08:5X&10XQH2L with 3 minutes play. Both occurred on 

7/12.  

• Player K’s daily CasinoWin linear projected a strong trend with slope of 5.67. 

 Y = 5.67X – 237090 

• Player K’s daily TimePlay linear projected a strong trend with trend variable of 2.30. 

  Y = 2.30 X – 96194 

• Thursday is the most profitable day. Monday and Saturday are the least. 

 

    
Figure 27: Player K Daily CasinoWin aggregation. 

Trend: Y = 5.67X – 237090 
Figure 28: Player K Daily TimePlay aggregation. 

Trend: Y = 2.30 X – 96194 
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Figure 29: Player K Weekday CasinoWin 

aggregation. Thursday is the most important day for 
the casino. 

 

Player K’s Gaming Patterns  

• Player K exhibited two distinct behaviors during his casino visits. One is “concentration 

slot game play” and the other is “exploration of multiple slot games”. Figure 28 shows 

the high/low counts of the slot games. 

• During Player K visiting, four crossing floor visits to multiple games occurred at 7/4, 7/13, 

7/20, and 7/27. There are corresponding 16, 17, 18, 15 distinct games for each floor visit 

in that phase of exploration. Figure 28 shows the time intervals of high/low counts of the 

slot games occurrences. 

• As for the concentration game engagement, Player K had limited 2-5 games engaged 

per visit. 

• Comparing the per-machine per-day profit, the exploration mode has an average 

CasinoWin of $9.39 and the concentration mode has $15.93 CasinoWin. Figure 29 

shows the difference of exploration/concentration CasinoWin behaviors. 

• Comparing the PlayTime, the exploration mode has an average 10.35 minutes and the 

concentration mode has 38.04 minutes. Figure 29 shows the difference of 

exploration/concentration TimePlay behaviors. 
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Figure 30: Player K Daily distinct counts of slot game 

played. Weekends game counts (exploration) has 
significant higher than the weekdays (concentration). 

Figure 31: The ratio of CasinoWinwin and timeplay 
between the exploration (defined in figure 28) and 

concentration mode. 

 

Player K Concentration Game Play Analysis 

To understand Player K’s gaming patterns, association rules analysis is used to analyze the 

strong relationships among the slot game types. 

Association rule learning is a well-developed method for discovering interesting relations 

between variables in large data sets. To select interesting relations from the set of all possible 

rules, constraints on various measures of significance can be used. The best-known constraints 

are minimum thresholds on support and confidence.  

Using July 1-3, 5-12, 14-19, 21-26, 28-31 (Player K has high amount of playtime with low 

number of slot machines engagements pattern), the rating transactions are used to build the 

association rules to study his concentration engagements. 

For Concentration engagements, Player K was focusing on the slot machine types of 

ROULETTESM and TWINWIN primarily following by the TIKITORCH, ULTRASTACKLION, 

TREASUREVOYAGE, BLACKPANTHER, DANCINGINRIO, EASTERNCHARM, and 

PALACERICHES2. 

The top six gaming sequences of Player K from association rule analysis strongly suggest that 

he had repeatedly played ROULETTESM, next, ROULETTESM to TWINWIN, and TWINWIN to 

ROULETTESM. 
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These insights could lead to special host-promotional treatments such as Seat reservation for 

ROULETTESM or TWINWIN on Thursday (Thursday is less busy than Saturday/Sunday). 

Thursday is also Player K’s highest PlayTime and highest profit day for the Casino vs. Player K. 

Additional host-promotional treatments could include “play more than one hour, the casino will 

provide a gift of bottle of wine”. Table 11 shows the results of association rules. 

 

 
Table 11: Player K’s The Association rules results. 

 

Player K Exploration Game Play Simulation 

To study Player K’s exploration gaming pattern, Markov Chain Analysis with Survival Estimation 

Framework is defined to simulate the behaviors and relationships among the slot game types. 
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Markov Chain [2] Analysis with Survival Estimation Framework has two core components. One 

is survival analysis (described in earlier sessions) and the other is Markov Chain. 

A Markov chain is a stochastic process of the sequence of random variables X1, X2, X3, ... 

which a process moves through. The Markov property defines serial dependence only between 

adjacent periods (as in a "chain"). It can thus be used for describing systems that follow a chain 

of linked events, where what happens next depends only on the current state of the system. The 

changes of state of the system are called transitions. The probabilities associated with various 

state changes are called transition probabilities. The process is characterized by a state space, 

a transition matrix describing the probabilities of particular transitions, and an initial state (or 

initial distribution) across the state space.  

 

Casino movement could be converted in Markov Chain format. Assume there is one player with 

four slot machines in scope. The modeling steps are: 

1. Convert Customers Average Transaction locations into sequences, e.g. Player 1 has 

eight activities at machine 1, 2, 3, and 4 in that sequence. The location sequence will be 

1->2->3->2->1->4->1->. The prior location and next location construct stage chaining 

relationships. 

2. Calculate the frequency matrix and transition matrix.  

3. Set up stages and select initial stages. 

4. Calculate game t+1, t+2, …, t+n probability of continuing game playing. 

5. Set up initial starting stage for maximum effectiveness 

6. Model Player movement in the casino facility with player preference (association rules). 

Add multi-stage activities and Exit. Detail steps are listed in 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. 

 

6.1.    A player preference of the multi-stage games could be analyzed by association 

rules (Figure 32) which are defined individualized by the conditional probability of 

an individual player’s activities in the casino. This is a key step to convert the 

transaction behavior into a more stationary stage for Markov chain model 

requirement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 32: Example of convert transaction to stationary stages of Markov chain. 

$25 slot & $1 slot ==> $5 slot  
Show & $1 slot ==> $.25 slot 
BJ & CRAP ==> $25 slots & Sports 
Bingo & $5 slot ==> Show 
$100 slot & $25 slot  ==> Table & $25 
Show ==> Food 
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6.2. Assume that each potential next stage (engaged in play) could contain up to 10 

internal stages (Figure 33). Next stages include:  

6.2.1. Preferred slot machines using association support ratio base on the 

current stage as left side rule. 

6.2.2. Post 6.2.1 rules, the remaining stages will be assigned to adjacent slot 

machines with equal probability to be engaged. 

                                                                        
 

Figure 33: Convert each stage with 10 possible internal stages. 

 

6.3.     Exit stage is adding to the model (Figure 34) to represent player stop, engage, 

and leave. This is a set up using the last game played history. 

                                                                         
 

Figure 34: Add exit stage to the model. 

 

7. Modify the Markov model to represent player engagements and stop. 

8. Simulate the results and calculate survival values. 

9. Map Traverse (movement) Patterns to casino floor. (Figure 35) 

a. Obtain Player Association Rules 

b. Identify Games 

c. Obtain Games corresponding “Bank” location ID 

d. Map Game Location to corresponding “Bank” location ID 

e. Map “Bank” location to Block ID 
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Figure 35: Map Traverse Patterns to the casino floor (Blurred floor layout) to form Markov stages.  

 

 

Game Name Bank Number

BLACKPANTHER 106, 138

BUFFALO 136, 218, 219, 238, 360, 406, 432, 444, 470, 484, 501, 928, 1038, 1115, 1126, 1129, 1308, 1400, 1408, 1410, 1550, 1601, 1608, 1617, 1620, 1701, 1740

BUFFALO5L 206

BUFFALOCE5L 206, 366

BUFFALOSPIRIT 1722

BUFFALOSTAMPEDE 616, 911

DANCINGINRIO 922

EASTERNCHARM 522, 600, 1613

OMG!KITTENS 922

PALACERICHES2 1418

ROULETTESM 528, 913, 1732

SOLSTICECELEBRAT 234, 354, 472, 514, 1001, 1132, 1627

THECHESHIRECAT 922

THUNDERBUFFALO 1735

TWINWIN 143, 324, 326, 822, 834, 835, 886, 1008, 1116, 1330, 1630

WHITEBUFFALO 550, 1516, 1526

ZEUS 1020, 1305

ZEUS2 1500, 1211
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Using Associations Markov chain and survival measurement with full casino floor movement, 

Player K could engage the entire 1758 installations of the casino. The theoretical survival model 

to project the number of plays per each visit is listed below (Figure 36, 37, 38, 39).  

• Single customer floor visit: expected to engage 40.3 distinct slot games 

• Group with two customers floor visit: expected to engage 28.5 distinct slot games 

• Group with three customers floor visit: expected to engage 25.8 distinct slot games 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 36: Player K of floor traversing patterns sample. Figure 37: Player K floor slot machine visit 

patterns single player sample. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38: Player K and one company’s floor slot machine 

visit patterns sample. 
Figure 39: Player K and two companies’ floor 

slot machine visit patterns sample. 

 

Due to the weekend and holiday, the casino capacity may reach full capacity (80%). Player may 

involuntarily play less due to lack of availability for preferred slot machines. To emulate this, a 

limitation is placed on the model constraining player movement to only half the casino floor. For 

engaging 1/2 of the casino installations (800), the theoretical survival model to project the 

number of distinct slot games per each visit listed below (Figure 40, 41, 42). 

 Player K association rules will be limited to half of the floor slot machines (rule 

elimination) only if both left or right rules existed within the available areas with multiple 

random start runs. 

 Single customer floor visit: expected to engage average 9.2 distinct slot games. 

 

(1/10) 

Single customer floor visit 

(1/10) 

Group with two customers floor visit 

Example of floor visit 

(1/10) 

Group with three customers floor visit 
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 Group with two customers floor visit: expected to engage an average 6.7 distinct slot 

games. 

 Group with three customers floor visit: expected to engage an average 5.4 distinct slot 

games. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40: Player K half floor slot machine visit 

patterns sample. 
Figure 41: Player K and one company’s half floor slot 

machine visit patterns sample. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 42: Player K and two companies’ half floor 

slot machine visit patterns sample. 

 

Again, due to the peak holiday weekend, the casino capacity may reach total capacity (~90%). 

Player may involuntarily play less due to lack of available slot machines. For engaging in 1/4 

installations (400) simulations, the theoretical survival model to project the number of plays per 

each visit is listed below. (Figure 43, 44, 45) 

 Player K association rules will be limited to quarter floor slot machines (rule elimination) 

only if both left or right rules existed within the available areas with multiple random start 

runs. 

 Single customer floor visit: expected to engage an average 14.4 distinct slot games. 

 Group with two customers floor visit: expected to engage an average 4.5 distinct slot 

games. 

(1/10) 

Single customer ½ floor visit 

(1/10) 

Group with two customers ½ floor visit 

(1/10) 

Group with three customers ½ floor visit 
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 Group with three customers floor visit: expected to engage an average 2.7 distinct slot 

games. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 43: Player K quarter floor slot machine visit 

patterns sample. 
Figure 44: Player K and one company’s quarter floor 

slot machine visit patterns sample. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 45: Player K and two companies’ quarter  

floor slot machine visit patterns sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1/10) 

Single customer ¼ floor visit 

(1/10) 

Group with two customers ¼ floor 
visit 

(1/10) 

Group with three customers ¼ floor visit 
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Player K Time Series Analysis 

In addition to the weekly patterns, the Player K Slot Gaming Time Series Analysis [4] from 

03/08/2008 to 08/24/2014 is shown below revealing additional marketing opportunities that 

could be predicted to prepare Player K’s arrival at the casino. 

As shown in Figure 46: 

 Player K prefers the dates of 2/7, 4/21, 6/22-23, 7/14, 9/16-26, 10/2, 12/31, 1/12  

 Player K increases difference week by week. For the week of 246 – 250 (11/18/2014-

12/16/2012), the behavior experiences a large change (age 62). It also appears on the 

visit Frequency per week (jump from 1-2 to 5-7 visits per week). 

 
Figure 46: Player K time series analysis for Trend, Seasonal, and random behaviors. 
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Forecasting Player K’s next 30 days of activity starting with the first Sunday in September 2014, 

the following are specific actionable forecasts of Player K’s TimePlay: (Figure 47) 

 For the projected duration of 30 days, Player K will be visiting the casino for 30 days 

(every day). 

 The high counts of activities exiting at weekend (Sunday) with modeling cycle of 7 days. 

Player K’s forecasted 30 days starting on the first Sunday of September 2014, the following are 

forecasts for the casino win (Figure 48 and 49) 

 For the duration of 30 days, Player K Casinowin will be $125 – 147 per day. 

 

 

 
Figure 47: Player K time series forecast for visiting trend (via timeplay). 

    

Figure 48: Player K time series forecast for CasinoWin trend. Figure 49: Player K’s detailed CasinoWin 
forecast. 
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Casino Front-line Floor Management approach for Player K 

To improve Player K’s player experience, these insights could be shared with the Host/Hostess 

in real time to their devices for prescription actions (recommendations). 

 

 
 

Player K 

 Demographic and important dates 

 

Actionable Prescription for Player K  

 Preferred Game: Roulettesm, Twinwin 

 Secondary preferred game: Tikitorch, Ultrastacklion, Treasurevoyage, Blackpanther, 

Dancinginrio, Easterncharm, and Palaceriches2 

 Visiting Frequency: 7 days a week 

 Preferred game day: Wednesday, Thursday  

 Key Behavior pattern:  

o Concentrated (< 5 games types): Average 4 games (Suggested play duration: 

40+ minutes each) 

o Exploration (> 5 games types): average 16 games (Expected engaged games in 

exploration mode: 40 games) 

 Possible suggested next available* Game to Play: Roulettesm, Twinwin  

 Most profitable condition: Single Player 

 Player K prefers the dates: 2/7, 4/21, 6/22-23, 7/14, 9/16-26, 10/2, 12/31, 1/12  

 

Notes: 

Player K in the month of September is projected to visit week 1-4 with possible average $137. 

Player K should be able to engage more slot games from his average 16.5 to a theoretical 

expected 40.3. 
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Host could help Player K redirect his attention during game playing (Player K multi-persons 

group simulations) to other games. The Host could better manage available slot machine seats 

(casino capacity information) during peak days to increase Player K play time and levels of 

engagement. 

If Player K engages more than five games (switch from focus to explore), he is expected to 

engage 40.3 distinct slot games for his theoretical single customer full-floor visit. However, the 

average distinct slot games for Player K is 16.5, less than half of the potential engagements. 

This may be due to insufficient encouragement or limited seats on the floor.  

Player K’s behaviors and playing preferences could be enhanced by his starting game, after 

which the casino may want to direct him towards higher margin games. 

The entry game of the floor visit will be required to navigate to higher preference games (e.g. 

ROULETTESM and TWINWIN) to have higher probability in longer total engagement time. The 

entry game should avoid low preference games (e.g. games outside BLACKPANTHER, 

BUFFALO, BUFFALO5L, BUFFALOCE5L, BUFFALOSPIRIT, BUFFALOSTAMPEDE, 

DANCINGINRIO, EASTERNCHARM, OMG!KITTENS, PALACERICHES2, ROULETTESM, 

SOLSTICECELEBRAT, THECHESHIRECAT, THUNDERBUFFALO, TWINWIN, 

WHITEBUFFALO, ZEUS, ZEUS2) or higher loss rate (e.g. BLACKGOLD) for Player K.  
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Conclusion 

One of the key challenges in the casino and resort business is to manage and maximize the 

players’ flows and interactions to increase their time and gaming activities on the gaming floors. 

The business opportunity is to design and develop usable and useful prescriptions 

(recommendations) which can help front-line floor employees and sales achieve their profit 

objectives without the need for having extensive analytics knowledge. 

Another challenge is to develop effective analytic approaches that can be integrated within the 

business environments and systems. Effective analytics approaches are thus those that 

minimize the time between analysis and action. Ideally, analytics can return answers within 

seconds to allow for an exploratory, real-time user experience, and to enable data exploration 

and visualization for the sales teams on the floor, managers, and front-line employees (waiters, 

valets, bar tenders). 

Using Big Data facility and analytics, each individual player transactions could be analyzed and 

useful information extracted. In this case study, player tier analysis, gaming effectiveness 

analysis, player preferences analysis, and player floor traverse (movement) patterns analysis 

are demonstrated for sample data provided. 

The analytics techniques used include descriptive analytics, trending, association rules, survival 

analysis, clustering analysis, Markov chain, time series analysis, and time series 

decomposition/forecast. 
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